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Review question/objective: The objective of this systematic review is to assess the association between quality
indicators related to the individual colonoscopist’s performance and subsequent interval cancers in patients
participating in bowel cancer screening programs, following the JBI approach.1
This systematic review of association will search all relevant literature on the subject to answer the following review
questions:
1. Are the commonly used quality indicators of cecal intubation rate (CIR), adenoma detection rate (ADR),
polyp recovery (PR), withdrawal time (WT), and incomplete adenoma resection (IAR)/incomplete polyp
resection (IPR) associated with the outcome of interval cancer?
2. Is it possible to determine cut-off values that are significantly associated with each of the quality
indicators mentioned above and the outcome of interval cancer?
Keywords Colonoscopy; endoscopist; interval cancer; quality indicator; screening
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Background
orldwide, in 2012, colorectal cancer (CRC)
was the third most common cancer in men
(746,000 cases, representing 10% of the total cancer
incidence) and the second most common cancer in
women (614,000 cases, representing 9.2% of the
total cancer incidence).2 Almost 55% of cases
occured in more developed regions. Incidence rates
vary ten-fold in both genders, worldwide. The highest estimated rates are in Australia and New Zealand
(44.8 and 32.2 per 100,000 person-years in men and
women, respectively), and the lowest rates are in
Western Africa (4.5 and 3.8 per 100,000 personyears in men and women respectively).2 The probability of developing CRC in a lifetime is 4.6% (one
in 22) for American men and 4.2% (one in 24) for
American women.3 Between 2004 and 2013,
the decline in CRC in the United States has been
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3% per year in both men and women.3 This
decline most likely reflects the increased uptake of
screening in the form of colonoscopy as the primary
screening tool. Colonoscopy can prevent cancer by
removal of precancerous lesions.3 In the United
States, colonoscopy use among adults aged 50 years
and older has tripled, from 21% in 2000 to 60% in
2015.3
In 2012, a total of 694,000 individuals worldwide
died from CRC (corresponding to 8.5% of all cancer-related deaths), with a higher number of deaths
in the less developed regions of the world (52% of all
deaths from CRC), reflecting a poorer survival in
these regions in comparison with the more developed
regions of the world.2 The variability in mortality
rates worldwide is six-fold in men and four-fold in
women, with the highest estimated mortality rates in
both sexes occurring in Central and Eastern Europe
(20.3 per 100,000 person-years for men, 11.7 per
100,000 person-years for women), and the lowest
estimated mortality rates in Western Africa (3.5 and
3.0 per 100,000 person-years for men and women,
respectively).2 In the United States, the five-year
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relative survival rates (2006–2012), are 65% for
men and women with CRC.3
Bowel cancer screening programs can be structured in different ways. An organized screening
program involves a systematic process of inviting
a defined target population to participate. By contrast, opportunistic screening is delivered outside of
an organized screening program on an ad hoc basis.4
Bowel cancer screening programs can be based on
invasive imaging techniques like colonoscopy or
sigmoidoscopy as the primary screening tool, or
non-invasive tests on stool samples by the use of
the fecal immunochemical test for hemoglobin (FIT)
or the guaiac fecal occult blood test (gFOBT) as the
primary screening tool. The cut-off level of the FIT
or the gFOBT determines the number of patients
who will have a colonoscopy as the secondary
screening tool.4
A recent review showed that primary screening
colonoscopies/diagnostic colonoscopies, with removal of all detected lesions, were associated with a 61%
reduction in CRC incidence (RR: 0.39; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.26–0.60) in patients with nonmalignant findings compared to patients from the
same population who had no colonoscopy.5 The
overall CRC mortality rate was also reduced, with
61% (RR 0.39; 95% CI: 0.35–0.43) in patients with
non-malignant findings compared to patients from
the same population who had no colonoscopy.5 The
duration of follow-up in the 11 included studies
varied, with three studies with more than 10 years
of follow-up, seven studies with five to 10 years of
follow-up, and one study with less than five years of
follow-up.5
The quality of CRC screening is highly dependent
on the quality of the colonoscopy, including the
qualifications of the colonoscopist. Among the commonly used quality indicators in screening colonoscopies, the ADR rates as very important.6,7 In the
setting of screening colonoscopy as the primary
screening tool, one study found that patients
examined by colonoscopists with an individual rate
of adenoma detection of less than 20% had a significantly increased risk of interval CRC compared
with patients examined by colonoscopists with a
detection rate of 20% or more.6 The hazard ratio
for an ADR of 20% or higher was compared with
rates below 11% (hazard ratio, 10.94; 95% CI,
1.37–87.01), 11.0–14.9% (hazard ratio, 10.75;
95% CI, 1.36–85.06), and 15.0–19.9% (hazard
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ratio, 12.50; 95% CI, 1.51–103.43) (P ¼ 0.02 for
all three comparisons).6 Another study reported that
the risk of interval cancer decreased approximately
linearly with increasing ADRs. Thus, with the ADR
modeled as a continuous variable, each 1% increase in
the ADR predicts a 3% decrease in the risk of interval
cancer (hazard ratio, 0.97; 95% CI, 0.96–0.98).7
To monitor the quality of screening colonoscopies
and set standards that should be met in order to
justify the level of quality of a screening program, it
is necessary to have the right tools. This systematic
review of association aims to identify all literature
assessing the association between the commonly
used quality indicators in screening colonoscopies
(either used as a primary screening procedure or after
positive stool samples) and the outcome of interval
cancer. In that context, this systematic review of
association also aims to reveal whether it is possible
to establish cut-off values that are significantly
associated with each of the quality indicators commonly used in screening colonoscopies and the outcome of interval cancer in the same way that the cutoff value has been established for ADR.
A preliminary search for existing reviews on the
topic was conducted. The sources searched were the
JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, CINAHL, PubMed, Embase, EPPI,
and Epistemonikos. No review on the topic was
identified. PROSPERO was also searched to identify
possible protocols or unfinished reviews on the
topic, but no ongoing reviews were found.

Definitions
Cecal intubation rate (CIR)
Defined as the percentage of screening colonoscopies
in which the colonoscopist has achieved cecal intubation. Cecal intubation is defined as the introduction of the tip of the colonoscope into the cecal
caput. In order to visualize the entire colonic
mucosa, introduction of the colonoscope into the
cecum is mandatory. Cecal intubation should be
documented by naming and photographing cecal
landmarks; i.e. the appendiceal orifice, ileocecal
valve and/or terminal ileum.8,9
Adenoma detection rate (ADR)
Defined as the percentage of screening colonoscopies
in which at least one adenoma is identified and
removed per colonoscopy.8,9
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Polyp recovery (PR)
Defined as the percentage of excised polypectomy
specimens retrieved for histological analysis in each
patient.10
Withdrawal time (WT)
Defined as the time from which the cecum is reached
to when the colonoscope is withdrawn from the
anus.9 Withdrawal time is only of interest in the
setting of negative screening colonoscopies; i.e.
screening colonoscopies with no pathology
detected.10
Incomplete adenoma resection (IAR)/incomplete
polyp resection (IPR)
Defined as the resection of an adenoma/polyp, with
any of the lateral and/or deep margins involved with
tumor cells.11
Interval cancer
Defined as a CRC ‘‘diagnosed after a colorectal
screening examination or test in which no cancer
is detected, and before the date of the next recommended exam’’.12(p.1263) In the context of this systematic review of association, interval cancer is
defined as a CRC diagnosed after a screening colonoscopy in which no cancer has been detected, and
before the date of the next recommended exam.
The term postcolonoscopy CRC (PCCRC) is
sometimes used instead of interval cancer. There is
no standard definition for PCCRC. A PCCRC can be
defined in different ways in different settings. In
studies where the term PCCRC is used instead of
interval cancer, we will analyze the PCCRC as
interval cancer and evaluate the definition of the
PCCRC in each case.
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Exposure of interest
This systematic review of association will consider
studies evaluating the following quality indicators:
cecal intubation rate (CIR), adenoma detection
rate (ADR), polyp recovery (PR), withdrawal
time (WT), and incomplete adenoma resection
(IAR)/incomplete polyp resection (IPR). These
are commonly used quality indicators for screening colonoscopies in bowel cancer screening
programs.

Outcome
This systematic review of association will consider
studies that include the outcome of interval cancer,
i.e. CRC diagnosed after a screening colonoscopy in
which no cancer was detected, and before the date of
the next recommended examination. In studies
where the term PCCRC is used instead of interval
cancer, we will analyze the PCCRC as interval
cancer and evaluate the definition of the PCCRC
in each case.

Types of studies
The quantitative component of this systematic
review of association will consider epidemiological
studies and prospective and retrospective cohort
studies for inclusion. The quantitative component
of the systematic review will also consider case series
for inclusion.
Qualitative and economic components will not be
included in this systematic review.
In the absence of research studies, no other
articles such as opinion papers and reports will
be considered.

Search strategy

This systematic review of association will consider
studies that include persons, regardless of comorbidity, who have undergone a screening colonoscopy as participants in a bowel cancer screening
program. Patients with known CRC, hereditary
nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC) or
familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) will be
excluded.
In the context of this systematic review, the colonoscopists performing the screening colonoscopies
will also be included as participants.

The search strategy aims to identify both published
and unpublished studies. A three-step search strategy
will be utilized in this systematic review of association. An initial limited search of MEDLINE and
CINAHL will be undertaken followed by an analysis
of the text words contained in the titles and
abstracts, and of the index terms used to describe
the articles. A second search using all identified
keywords and index terms will then be undertaken
across all included databases. Thirdly, the reference
lists of all high quality studies will be searched for
additional studies. Studies published in English,
German, Danish, Swedish, or Norwegian will be
considered for inclusion in this review. Worldwide,
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the first opportunistic bowel cancer screening
program, using gFOBT as the primary screening
tool, was established in Austria in 1980.4 Therefore,
studies published from 1980 onward will be considered for inclusion in this review.
The databases to be searched include: PubMed,
Embase, Web of Science, and CINAHL.
The search for unpublished studies will include:
SIGLE/EAGLE (www.opengrey.eu) and Grey Literature Report (www.greylit.org).
Initial keywords will be: ‘‘colonoscopy’’; ‘‘screening’’; ‘‘quality indicator’’; ‘‘cecal intubation rate
(CIR)’’; ‘‘adenoma detection rate (ADR)’’; ‘‘polyp
recovery (PR)’’; ‘‘withdrawal time (WT)’’; ‘‘incomplete adenoma resection (IAR)/incomplete polyp
resection (IPR)’’; and ‘‘interval cancer’’.

The search will be modified and searched in the
other databases.
OpenGrey (www.opengrey.eu) and Grey Literature Report (www.greylit.org) will be searched with
the initial keywords.

Preliminary search strategy

Data extraction

We will search the databases MEDLINE (PubMed),
Embase (Ovid), Web of Science and CINAHL
(EBSCO) from 1980 to current date with language
restrictions to English, German, Danish, Swedish, and
Norwegian. The search for PubMed will be as follows:
(((((((((((‘‘Colonoscopy’’[Mesh]) OR colonoscop
[Text Word])) AND ((((‘‘Mass Screening’’[Mesh])
OR ‘‘Early Detection of Cancer’’[Mesh]) OR
((‘‘Colorectal Neoplasms/diagnosis’’[Mesh] OR
‘‘Colorectal Neoplasms/prevention and control’’[Mesh]))) OR screening[Text Word])) AND
(((((((((((((((((((((((‘‘Professional
Competence’’[Majr]) OR caecal intubation[Text Word]) OR cecal
intubation[Text Word]) OR adenoma detection
rate[Text Word]) OR adenoma miss rate[Text
Word]) OR cancer detection rate[Text Word])
OR cancer miss rate[Text Word]) OR polypectomy
rate[Text Word]) OR withdrawal time[Text
Word]) OR bowel preparation[Text Word]) OR
interval cancer[Text Word]) OR post-colonoscopy
colorectal cancer[Text Word]) OR postcolonoscopy colorectal cancer[Text Word]) OR
PCCRC[Text Word]) OR safe sedation[Text Word])
OR patient comfort[Text Word]) OR neoplasia
detection rate[Text Word]) OR polyp recovery
[Text Word]) OR polyp detection rate[Text Word])
OR polyp miss rate[Text Word]) OR adenoma
resection[Text Word]) OR tumour resection[Text
Word]) OR polyp resection[Text Word]))))) AND
((‘‘1980/01/01’’[PDat]: ‘‘3000/12/31’’[PDat]) AND
(Danish[lang] OR English[lang] OR German[lang]
OR Norwegian[lang] OR Swedish[lang]))))).
JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports

Assessment of methodological quality
Quantitative papers selected for retrieval will be
assessed by two independent reviewers for methodological validity prior to inclusion in the review using
the standardized critical appraisal instrument, JBI
Critical Appraisal Checklist for Analytical Cross
Sectional Studies (Appendix I). Any disagreements
that arise between the reviewers will be resolved
through discussion and consensus, or with a third
reviewer as arbiter.

Quantitative data will be extracted from papers
included in the review using the standardized data
extraction tool developed for systematic reviews of
association, amended to fit into this systematic
review of association (Appendix II). The data
extracted will include specific details about the study
methodology, setting, primary screening tools,
population, investigated quality indicator(s), outcome, statistical methods, and results of the statistical analysis of significance for the review questions
and the specific objective of this systematic review
of association.
Authors of primary studies will be contacted for
clarification or missing information.

Data synthesis
Where possible, observational, quantitative papers
will be pooled in statistical meta-analysis using the
Joanna Briggs Institute System for the Unified Management,. Assessment and Review of Information
(JBI-SUMARI). Effect sizes will be expressed as
relative risk for epidemiological study designs, and
prospective and retrospective cohort studies (for
categorical data), and weighted mean differences
(for continuous data) and their 95% CI will be calculated for the analysis. A random effects model will be
used and heterogeneity will be assessed statistically
using the standard Chi-square. Where statistical pooling is not possible, the findings will be presented in
narrative form including tables and figures to aid in
data presentation where appropriate.
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Descriptive, epidemiological study designs,
including case series, will where possible be synthesized and presented in a tabular summary, with the
aid of narratives and figures.
The data will be stratified depending on whether
the data originates from bowel cancer screening
programs with colonoscopy as the primary screening
tool or from bowel cancer screening programs with,
for example, FIT as the primary screening tool.
Studies including the predefined types of participants, quality indicator(s) and outcomes will be
selected for inclusion. The critical appraisal instrument will divide the included studies into groups of
high, moderate or poor quality, or not applicable
quality on the basis of the possibility of bias in their
design, conduct and analysis. Only studies for which
the answer to all questions is ‘‘yes’’ in the critical
appraisal instrument will be considered as high
quality studies. A sensitivity analysis will be completed where only high quality studies are selected
for statistical analysis. If the results of the sensitivity
analysis are significantly different from the statistical
analysis including all included studies, the results of
the high quality studies will be emphasized as the
main result in the review.
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Appendix I: Critical appraisal instrument

JBI crical appraisal checklist for analycal cross seconal studies
Reviewer

Date

Author

Year

Record Number
Yes

No

Unclear

Not
applicable

1. Were the criteria for inclusion in the sample clearly
deﬁned?
2. Were the study subjects and the seng described in
detail?
3. Was the exposure measured in a valid and reliable way?
4. Were objecve, standard criteria used for measurement
of the condion?
5. Were confounding factors idenﬁed?
6. Were strategies to deal with confounding factors stated?
7. Were the outcomes measured in a valid and reliable way?

8. Was appropriate stascal analysis used?

Overall appraisal:

Include

Exclude

JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports

Seek further info
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Appendix II: Data extraction instrument
JBI data extraction form - etiology
Reviewer:
Author:
Journal:
Date

Year

Study Method : Longitudinal

Record Number______________

Retrospecve

Observaonal

Other

___________

Unclear
Parcipants
Seng____________________________________________________________________________
Primary screening tool_______________________________________________________________
Populaon_________________________________________________________________________
Quality indicators invesgated (cross mark x)
Cecal intubaon rate (CIR): _______
Adenoma detecon rate (ADR): _______
Polyp recovery (PR): _______
Withdrawal me (WT): _______
Incomplete adenoma resecon (IAR)/incomplete polyp resecon (IPR): _______
Outcome: interval cancer
Quality indicator
Cecal intubaon rate (CIR):
Adenoma detecon rate (ADR):
Polyp recovery (PR):
Withdrawal me (WT):
Incomplete adenoma resecon (IAR)/incomplete
polyp resecon (IPR):

Stascal method

Results of stascal analysis
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
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